
Birthday motto: mermaid & underwater world
Instructions No. 1801
 Difficulty: Beginner

A birthday party with the motto Mermaid & Underwater World is not a highlight for only children. For adults, the motto also offers a lot of possibilities to
design and decorate invitation cards, table decorations and individual gifts or give-aways. 

Mermaids & underwater worlds are in fashion at the moment. There are many beautiful decoration and handicraft possibilities, which can be realized to this.
Have a look at our category, where we have put together everything on this topic for you.

Invitation & thank you cards - so diverse and personal

A good birthday party also includes an individual invitation card. And what fits an underwater party better than cards with beautiful sea animals? With our
stamps created especially for you, you have several sea creatures and shells at your disposal. 

Simply punch out papers as you wish, cut them to size and stick them onto your chosen card. In our shop we have great motive blocks, which contain great
blue papers. Stamp your desired motif on white and Paper then cut out the contours roughly. Then glue it on Kraft paper. Finally, trim the contours again in a
staggered fashion. Place it on your cards and your beautiful invitation cards are ready. 

https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/trends/marine-animals/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/paper-crafting/paper-and-cardboard/colour-and-motif-blocks/


You can also use the handlettering technique to write, Paper cut out and place lettering such as "invitation" etc. on your card 

Of course you can write thank you cards as well as invitation cards. Your guests will be especially happy if they receive a card after a successful celebration in
which you thank them for being your guests or for the gift you received.

Table decoration

With the table decoration you have many possibilities with the motto mermaids or underwater world. Beside shells, flotsam, ropes and ropes you can also
decorate your own maritime handicrafts. On our table you will find beautiful cutlery bags, which are decorated with self-designed stamps. 

For this you draw your chosen motif on the stamp material. Another possibility is to find beautiful motifs on the Internet, print them out and transfer them to
the stamp material using graphite paper. Afterwards you carve out the Carving tool motifs. The lines and areas that remain will later be coloured. The lines that
you carve away will remain white during the stamping process or in the original colour of your paper. 

IMPORTANT: Always make sure that you carve away from bodies and that you do not place your hands in the working direction. 

Now you can stamp your stamp motif with stamping ink on or Paper fabric. With our cutlery bag we first stamped Paper on a white one, cut out the motif and
then glued Kraft paper it on. In the next step we cut out the motif again slightly offset and glued it onto the cutlery bag. 

It is also nice when you stamp your finished stamp on the tablecloth. Either you use a Paper-tablecloth for this or you can also use a cloth cloth. For the fabric
version, we recommend textile stamp pads, where the piece of fabric is washable after fixing. This way you will have the right tablecloth for later birthdays 

Another nice idea for your table are matching We Napkins. offer some beautiful mermaid and underwater worlds in our assortment. Place them on the plates
and/or in the cutlery bags and you have another eye-catcher on your table.

Personalized beverage bottles

https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/stamp-carving-starter-set-a208973/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/cutlery-bags-kraftkarton-a209681/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/cutlery-bags-kraftkarton-a209681/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/trends/marine-animals/


Who hasn't? After the cake round is over and the first games start at the children's birthday party, nobody knows which cup belongs to whom. Or with the
adults the places are changed slowly, when the weather is fine you go outside and the glasses are not found again. 

To prevent this from happening, we have designed beautiful drinking bottles that are not only only practical but also look stylish. After the birthday these can
be given away and your guests will have a nice vase and a souvenir of the beautiful birthday for at home.

We have designed our drinking bottles with beautiful papers and spiced them up with decoration tapes. The beautiful stickers and pendants we made with self-
carved stamps. To do this, proceed as described above and stick Kraft paper the stamped cut-out motifs on. Cut them out once more staggered and glue them
on the bottles with the help of double-sided Adhesive tape stamps. Now still with the name of your guest provided. 

For the pendants punch a hole in your motif and tie one around the Ribbon bottle. Another nice paper straw into the drink and you have the great drinking
bottles ready!

Give-away bags

At children's birthdays it is a tradition to give the children a give-away bag to
take home. This can contain the things the child has made during the
birthday as well as small toys and sweets. 

Of course such bags can also be used at an adult party. In it you can give
everything that you like. For example, how about a flower greeting for your
guests. For this, either put a small flower or a seed bag into the give-aways
and write a greeting if necessary 

Likewise, these bags are an ingenious Gift wrapping. small gifts are so
wonderfully packaged. Children and adults are equally happy about such a
great Gift wrapping. 

For the bags simply a beautiful Napkin and cut out your desired motif. Now
remove the two lowest layers. Coat the bags at the places Napkin glue,
where you want to stick on the motif. Place yours Napkin and paint over the
motif again with Now you Napkin glue. can cut off the remaining napkin
parts. Next you can decorate the bags as you like with your own tags,
stickers and much more. 

Beautiful ideas for the contents of the children's birthday gift-away bag include Candy, magic block, tattoos Skin-and craft supplies.

https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/paper-straws-strips-a209763/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/vbs-kraft-paper-gift-bag-10-pieces-a146620/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/vbs-kraft-paper-gift-bag-10-pieces-a146620/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/napkin-mermaid-a209897/


Article number Article name Qty
544283 Stamp Carving "Starter Set" 1
719438-02 Decoration Tapes "Effect Mix"Blue 1
719438-01 Decoration Tapes "Effect Mix"Pink 1
686303 VBS Glass bottles "Milk", set of 3 1
719711 Cutlery bags "Kraftkarton" 1
716512 VBS Kraft paper "Gift bag", 10 pieces 1
544269-02 Ink Pads-Set, eight-piece.Aqua-Mix 1
644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1
719230 Ink Pads "Versa Magic", white 1
330688 VBS Double cards "White", portrait format 1
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